
RR235.01
Building Area: (sf)
180,000

Cost per Square Foot: 
$379

Construction Cost
$68,225,000

Date of Completion:
2020

Program Summary:
Plant Riverside is an adaptive reuse project that transformed the City 
of Savannah’s historic power plant into a luxurious and unique hotel. 

Program Statement:
Plant Riverside District is the new cultural epicenter of Savannah.  
This project represents a significant urban design and rehabilitation 
effort on the northwest corner of Savannah's National Historic 
Landmark District, which transformed an abandoned industrial site 
into the largest modern expansion of the city’s urban core.

The focal point is the original 1912 power plant, which has been 
restored with the preservation of historic characteristics like the 
iconic twin smokestacks and brick exterior while hotel rooms and 
mixed-use spaces were carefully added.

The new district weaves museum experiences into entertainment, 
retail, dining, and hospitality; proving once again that preservation is 
a catalyst for urban growth and economic development. The 
development reconnects the historic city plan back to the riverfront 
after more than 100 years. In addition to re-establishing pedestrian 
connections to the city that align with the historic Oglethorpe Plan, 
the project also created over 1.5 acres of new public spaces while 
extending the city’s public river walk an additional 1,100 feet along 
the Savannah River. 



RR235.02
The development is heralded as the 
largest undertaking within 
Savannah’s National Historic 
Landmark District to date, the Plant 
Riverside District has reenergized 
the city’s riverfront. This venture 
incorporates elements of new 
construction with the preservation 
and adaptive re-use of the power 
plant, including the original 1912 
masonry structure and the mid-
century addition.
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2 3 1-3: Exterior Images.



RR235.03
The Savannah Riverside 
Entertainment District represents the 
largest private investment in the 
history of the city, and it envisions to 
create more than 600 jobs and 
substantial tax revenues for 
Savannah. The development added 
a quarter mile of new River Walk, 
reconnecting visitors with once 
inaccessible waterfront views. The 
project includes numerous 
pedestrian walkways connecting the 
city with the emblematic river along 
1,400 feet of Riverwalk extension, 
parks, plazas, and public event 
spaces have been interwoven and 
spatially defined by the rehabilitated 
power plant and the other mixed-use 
urban infill, creating a  network of 
connected public spaces and vital 
links between the river and the city. 
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4: Exterior Image

5: Site Plan5



RR235.04
This fascinating structure reflects 
half a century of construction, 
including the noble masonry 
industrial architecture of the early 
twentieth century, and transitioning 
into the modernist steel frame and 
factory glass additions that followed 
into the 1950’s.
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6: Hotel Entrance AFTER

7-9: Power Plant Entrance Existing 
Conditions BEFORE



RR235.05
The original 1912 arched wood 
windows are refurbished along with 
the antiquated hand-crank window 
operators that are re-installed as a 
decorative feature. A new canopy 
was introduced at the hotel entrance 
and is designed to be non-obtrusive 
and compatible with the industrial 
character of the building.

10-13: Entrance Construction 
Images

14: Hotel Entrance AFTER
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RR235.06
The "Generator Hall" is the primary 
historic space and could be 
characterized as an "industrial 
cathedral" with the vertical expanse 
and exposed steel trusses that once 
accommodated massive coal fired 
turbines and now serves as the 
grand lobby for the hotel.

New features like the atrium hotel 
room windows and doors were 
designed so that they do not detract 
from the historic elements in the 
space. The new walkways around 
the perimeter of the atrium were 
designed to be reminiscent of the 
network of catwalks that once 
occupied the space for equipment 
access.

15: Power Plant “Generator Hall” / 
Hotel Atrium AFTER

16-17: Building Section Perspectives 16
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RR235.07
While the architecture is compelling, 
the building was never designed for 
human habitation. Nonetheless, its 
grand interior has a cathedral-like 
quality and an intricate network of 
lace-like riveted ironwork. Adapting 
the building for a vibrant mix of 
museum exhibitions, restaurants, 
retail, and hospitality uses while 
retaining its essential character in 
grandeur was one of the greatest 
tasks of the eight-year-long 
rehabilitation effort.

18: Building Section

19-20: Interior Space Under 
Construction

21: Interior Existing Condition19
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RR235.08
The historic Generator Hall that once 
accommodated massive coal-fired 
turbines now serves as a grand 
gathering space; it has been 
transformed into a natural history 
museum connecting power 
generation back to its biological and 
geological roots. The exhibition 
includes a 137-foot-long replica of 
Amphicoelias Fragillimus, the largest 
dinosaur known in the world, 
discovered in the 1850’s, among 
countless geodes, minerals and 
crystals that pre-date the dinosaurs.
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22-25: Power Plant Hotel Atrium / 
Lobby AFTER



RR235.09
Visitors can experience a journey 
across eras of Savannah’s historic 
riverfront in the atrium that doubles 
as a natural science museum for the 
Owner's expansive collection of 
ancient gems, fossils and other 
artifacts.
Alongside the exhibits are interactive 
history screens complete with 
museum audio domes to educate 
visitors on the history of the 
collection as well as the evolution of 
the power plant.
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26: Power Plant Hotel Atrium / Lobby 
AFTER

27-29: Power Plant Atrium Existing 
Conditions BEFORE



RR235.10
The historic asbestos cladding on 
the 1949 addition was removed and 
replaced with corrugated fiber 
cement that matched the original 
industrial siding. 
The historic steel windows in this 
portion of the building were 
removed, refurbished and reinstalled 
with the new siding.

The express elevator catapults 
people from the street so they can 
unwind at the Electric Moon Skytop 
Lounge or take an electrifying trip 
down the slide at the Moon Deck to 
the adult playground sun deck.30 31
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30: Electric Moon Skytop Lounge 
Entrance

31: Adult Playground Sun Deck at 
Electric Moon Skytop Lounge

32: Electric Moon Skytop Lounge 
Rooftop Bar



RR235.11
The iconic smokestacks are 
illuminated with colorful lighting and 
cast a light beam into the sky that 
can be seen from miles away.

The interior of the central 
smokestack was cleared of concrete 
debris, so that hotel guests can now 
walk into the inside of the stack.
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33-34: Historic Smokestacks AFTER

35: Existing Condition of Historic 
Smokestack BEFORE



RR235.12
This King room lets guests get up 
close and personal with one of the 
historic smokestacks.

36: King Guestroom at Power Plant 
Hotel

37: Interior of Historic Smokestack 
AFTER

38-39: Smokestacks Construction 
Images
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RR235.13
Within the existing power plant 
buildings, gorgeous steel structural 
elements begged to be seen. In 
order to leave the steel exposed and 
maintain the industrial atmosphere, 
the design team worked with local 
authorities to test the fire-resistance 
of the existing columns and develop 
a means through which they could 
be protected without being covered 
up.

Guests staying in the Presidential 
Suite can experience exposed brick, 
steel, and unmatched views of the 
river and River Street.
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40: Presidential Suite at Power Plant 
Hotel

41: Interior Existing Conditions 
BEFORE

42-43: Interior Construction Images 
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